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Master Budget Project:
Report Groups and IIF Functions
Last month we began work on the Bal-

only one page, you won’t notice the dif-

clicking on the layout. Text boxes can be

ance Sheet by creating the Balance Sheet

ference. You can see in Figure 1 that the

used to add calculations or functions. A

table, adding data to it, and developing

heading is in the Report Header, but you

label is simply a place where you can

the layout for the Balance Sheet report.

may want to make a habit of always

type in any text you want. Any text box-

This month, we will translate that vision

putting it in the Page Header since most

es you add will also have labels, which

into reality.

reports are more than one page long.

can be deleted if they aren’t needed.

When you create the blank report, the

Blank Report

Report Header might not be displayed.

Balance Sheet report, we will need to

Open the Balance Sheet table in

Go to the Arrange tab and locate the

create three groups. These will corre-

Datasheet View. Go to the Create tab

Show/Hide section, which contains but-

spond to the three groups we created

and click Blank Report. Access will open

tons to add or delete the Report Head-

for the Balance Sheet data last month:

a new blank report and assume that you

er/Footer and Page Header/Footer. You

◆ Group 1 separates Assets from Liabili-

want to use the Balance Sheet table as a

can also right-click the report layout and

record source.

choose them from the menu that

Change the report to Design View.

appears.

You’ll see that it has several sections,

ties and Stockholders’ Equity.
◆ Group 2 breaks down Group 1, separating Liabilities from Stockholders’
Equity.

Footer. Reports in Access are highly

Implementing Our
Design

structured. While you can do a lot with

First, right-click the report tab to save

Assets, Liabilities, and Stockholders’

them, it’s critical to remember that report

and name the report.

Equity.

such as Page Header, Detail, and Page

functionality occurs in specific sections,
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To get the design we want for the

You can use Design View or Layout

◆ Group 3, the most detailed level of
summary, includes the subgroups for

You turn groups on using the Group &

and some features only work in a section

View to add existing fields or text boxes

Sort button on the Design tab. Clicking it

or type of section. The Report Header is

for calculations and functions. You can

brings up the Group, Sort, and Total area

only for things that appear once at the

drag fields from the Field List, which can

at the bottom of the screen.

very beginning of a report, while the

be shown or hidden by clicking the Add

Page Header allows you to create a

Existing Fields icon on the Design tab.

Group 3, ID, Account, and Amount into

heading that appears on every page.

Place the fields for Group 1, Group 2,

Controls, such as text boxes, labels, but-

the Detail section of the report layout.

Typically, the report title and date

tons, etc., can be added and moved

Based on our layout from last month, we

range are placed in the Page Header. In

around on the layout by selecting the

won’t need the labels for these fields, so

the case of the Balance Sheet, which is

appropriate choice from the ribbon and

you can delete those.
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With the fields placed, go to the

to change it to “with a footer section.”

into the Detail section of the report lay-

Group, Sort, and Total area and click

Repeat for Groups 2 and 3. These areas

out. Looking at Figure 1, however, you

“Add a group.” A popup window will

will be used to calculate totals and

can see we don’t need them all there.

appear with the available fields. Choose

subtotals.

Delete the fields for Group 1, Group 2,

Group 1. Repeat the same steps for

and ID. That leaves Group 3, Account,

Group 2 and Group 3. Next, we’ll add

Immediate IF Function

the sort. Click on “Add a sort” and

This report took me several hours to

select the ID field. Now the records will

work out. The end product looks simple,

sections: (1) Assets and (2) Liabilities and

appear in the order we wanted.

but it takes a while to get the report

Stockholders’ Equity. Thus, if a record’s

organized at different levels. The Imme-

Group 3 field contains “Current Assets”

have noticed that group headers

diate IF (IIF) function was the best solu-

or “Current Liabilities” (the first sub-

appeared in the layout. Looking at Figure

tion because it allows for different results

group for each of these two sections,

1, however, you can also see that our

to be shown in different situations.

respectively), we want the Group 1

design uses group footers as well. To get

Similar to the IF function in Excel, the

Header to show the record’s Group 1

the Group 1 Footer to appear, click on

IIF function has three arguments—

value; otherwise, we want it blank. This

Group 1 in the Group, Sort, and Total

condition, value if true, value if false—

is where the IIF function comes in. Place

area. In the highlighted area is the word

and can be nested.

a text box into the Group 1 Header. In

As you created each group, you may

“More” with an arrow next to it. Click

Before we add the IIF function, how-

and Amount to be displayed there.
The Balance Sheet is divided into two

that box, enter the formula =IIf([Group

that to expand the available options.

ever, there is some cleaning to be done.

3]=”Current Assets”,[Group 1],IIf([Group

One of these says “without a footer sec-

When creating the groups, we placed all

3]=”Current Liabilities”,[Group 1],””)).

tion.” Use the down arrow next to that

the fields from the Balance Sheet table

Center and bold the text. We have now
created labels that will divide the report

Figure 1. Balance Sheet Report in Design View

into the two sections.

Group Totals
The group footers are used for totals for
each subgroup. Insert two text boxes
into each group footer. The first box will
be a label. The second box will calculate
the totals. Make sure the text for these is
bold and that the second boxes have
borders around them. On the Property
Sheet for those controls, set the Border
Style to “Solid.” Because some of these
will disappear when they don’t have any
values, we need to ensure the borders
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disappear, too. Therefore, also change
the Can Shrink property to “Yes.”
The formulas for the Group 1 and
Group 3 Footers are straightforward. For
the labels, they are =”Total “ & [Group
1] and =”Total “ & [Group 3]. For the
calculations, use =Sum([Amount]).
Group 2 is a little more complicated,
as it’s really only needed for showing the
Total Liabilities. Both boxes require IIF
functions. For the label box, use
=IIf([Group 2]=”Liabilities”,”Total Liabilities”,IIf([Group 3]=”Current Liabilities”,[Group 1],””). For the total box,
use =IIf([Group 2]=”Liabilities”,Sum
([Amount]),””) to calculate the sum.

The Report
The trickiest parts of creating this report
were getting the data in order and in the
right place. We used the table to get the
right order, set up groups so they appear
only when they add detail we want, and
effectively used control properties to
achieve specific results. The end result is
the Balance Sheet. As we move forward
in coming months with additional
reports, we will use some of these strategies again and employ new ones. As
with most of the items we work on,
remember that there is more than one
way to accomplish the results. Feel free
to share any methods you find that work
better for you. SF
Patricia Cox has taught Excel and Access
to management accounting students and
other college majors and has consulted
with local area businesses to create database reporting systems since 1998. She is
also a member of IMA’s Greater Milwaukee Chapter. To send Patricia a question
to address in the Access column, e-mail
her at kathrynmann@tds.net
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